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The following is a rough draft of a student’s report. It contains errors.

Ava Wilson
Health I
Mrs. Green
November 18, 2002

Popcorn

1  Just like a triumphant marching band entering the stadium before a game, popcorn 
is usually heard before it is seen. Kernels are bursting uncontrollably, clanging against 
the cover of the pot, and bouncing around randomly within the popper, all releasing the 
telltale scent of a forthcoming treat. Popcorn is one of the most popular snacks, and we 
can enjoy large amounts of it every year. Where did this corn plant originate, and what 
causes it to pop?

2  The history of popcorn undoubtedly contains unique information that most people—
even avid popcorn consumers—do not know. Popcorn, which grows on ears just like any 
other corn plant, was first raised and harvested by Cachise Indians in Mexico over three 
thousand years ago. By the time Europeans arrived in North America, many different 
tribes of Native Americans are enjoying popcorn. In fact, at the first Thanksgiving 
celebration in Plymouth, Massachusetts, one high-ranking Native American brought a gift 
of popped corn in a deerskin bag (Rich 22). Popcorn was not just for eating; it was also 
used in jewelry, such as headdresses and necklaces. One difference between popcorn 
then and now is the popping methods. Early Native Americans would pierce the cob with 
a sharp stick, coat the ear with oil, and lay it next to the fire. The kernels would pop while 
still attached to the ear (Murphy 40).

3  Though the act of the kernel of corn bursting takes place in a split second, the science 
behind the pop is a bit more complex. To understand it, you must understand the kernel 
itself. The kernel is simply a hard outer shell, which protects a soft, starchy interior. 
The starch contains a small amount of water, and when the kernel is heated to about 
200 degrees Celsius, the pressure from the steam within causes the kernel to pop. When 
this happens, the kernels actually increase in size by forty times, and the result is a 
transformed kernel, with the white, starchy center on the outside, and the hard shell on 
the inside. The remaining kernels that do not pop by the end of the heating cycle do not 
have adequate water inside to build up necessary steam pressure.

4  Popcorn is basically a good source of carbohydrates, fiber, and protein. It contains only 
27 calories per 100 grams—that is, if you don’t drench it in butter and toppings (Lucas 53)!
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CSW1P006-3

� 88 Read this sentence.

By the time Europeans arrived in North 
America, many different tribes of Native 
Americans are enjoying popcorn.

What form of the verb should replace the 
underlined words to maintain consistency of 
verb tense?

A enjoyed

B is enjoying

C were enjoying

D will have enjoyed

CSW10628.004

� 89 Read these sentences.

Though the act of the kernel of corn 
bursting takes place in a split second, 
the science behind the pop is a bit more 
complex. To understand it, you must 
understand the kernel itself.

How is the underlined sentence best written?

A If one wants to understand this procedure, you 
must understand the kernel.

B The kernel itself must be understood if 
comprehension of this process is to occur.

C First, you need to familiarize yourself with the 
kernel to understand the popping method.

D In order to comprehend this process, one must 
first understand the kernel itself.

CSW10043.006

� 90 Which of the works in the Works Cited is 
most likely the source of information for the 
temperature at which popcorn kernels pop?

A “Healthy Snacks”

B Popcorn: A Healthy Alternative

C “How Popcorn Evolved”

D Science of Food

CSW10048.006
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The following is a rough draft of a student’s report. It contains errors.

Ernest Shackleton:  A True Inspiration

(1) In 1914, a group of men found themselves stranded on the Antarctic ice shelf.  (2) The 
hopefulness of the group, who hoped to be the fi rst to cross Antarctica, was slowly replaced 
by somber feelings.  (3) Fortunately for them, Sir Ernest Shackleton, a man of great courage, 
navigational skill, and working knowledge, was their leader.

(4) After watching the shifting ice destroy their vessel, The Endurance, Shackleton’s men left 
on foot searching for:  food, shelter, and water.  (5) Even though they realized they had to 
fi nd more food, the food was rationed by carefully dispensing the supplies.  (6) Shackleton’s 
men were led by him to Elephant Island, which would be their frozen home for just under 
two years.  (7) In despair, they hunted penguins and seals for food and waged a daily battle 
against cold winter winds from the north (Shackleton 1929).

(8) Shackleton set sail for South Georgia Island, which was 800 miles away, and was their 
destination and the crew’s only hope of rescue (Murray 2000).  (9) It was one of the most 
incredible feats of Maritime history.  (10) Shackleton succeeded, and from the island of 
South Georgia rescue plans for the crew began to take place.

Works Cited
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CSL1P071

� 91 How should the underlined words in sentence 4 
be written to reflect correct punctuation?

A Shackleton’s men left on foot searching: for 
food, shelter, and water.

B Shackleton’s men left on foot searching—for 
food shelter, and water.

C Shackleton’s men left on foot searching, for 
food, shelter, and water.

D Shackleton’s men left on foot searching for 
food, shelter, and water.

CSL11799.071

� 92 How is sentence 5 best written?

A Although supplies were saved and rationed, 
the men knew more food would have to be 
found.

B Even though they realized they had to find 
more food, they rationed all of the supplies 
carefully.

C Scared by thoughts of starvation, the small 
amount of supplies they had left was rationed 
by the crew.

D Supplies were carefully rationed by the men 
as the need for additional food became more 
surely apparent.

CSL10603.071
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� 93 How is sentence 6 best written?

A Elephant Island would be their frozen home 
for just under two years, after Shackleton led 
his men there.

B Shackleton led his men to Elephant Island, 
which would be their frozen home for just 
under two years.

C Shackleton’s men were led by him to Elephant 
Island, which would be their frozen home for 
just under two years.

D Leading his men to Elephant Island, 
Shackleton reached their frozen home for just 
under two years.

CSL11796.071

� 94 How is sentence 10 best written?

A Shackleton successfully reached South 
Georgia and immediately began the effort to 
rescue his stranded crew.

B Upon his arrival at South Georgia, which 
is an unrivaled maritime feat, Shackleton 
commenced the rescue effort.

C The journey to South Georgia ended in 
success, and plans to rescue the remaining 
crew members were initiated.

D The perilous journey having ended with their 
arrival at South Georgia, rescue plans for the 
crew began to take place.

CSL10605.071

� 95 The author needed additional sources for 
the essay. He found two more biographies of 
Ernest Shackleton. Which of the following is the 
difference most likely to be found between these 
sources?

A Shackleton’s age at the time of the expedition

B the amount of time the men were stranded on 
Elephant Island

C the manner in which food and supplies were 
rationed

D Shackleton’s primary source of motivation 
during the ordeal

CSL10604.071

� 96 The author is thinking about adding a final 
sentence to the end of paragraph 3. Which 
sentence below best demonstrates proper 
English usage and control of grammar?

A Shackleton’s crew members owed their 
ultimate survival entirely to him.

B Shackleton’s crew members owed they’re 
ultimate survival entirely to him.

C Shackleton’s crew members entirely owed him 
for their ultimate survival.

D Shackleton’s crew members owed to him 
entirely they’re ultimate survival.

CSL10608.071
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� 97 Which sentence below best states the intended 
thesis of the author’s essay?

A Antarctic travel is full of pitfalls and dangers.

B Shackleton’s leadership saved the lives of his 
stranded crew.

C Lack of food and constant despair were two 
problems the men faced.

D Shackleton sailed 800 miles in a small 
sailboat.

CSL10602.071

� 98 How should the following phrase from 
sentence 9 be written to reflect correct 
conventions of capitalization?

A incredible feats of maritime History

B incredible feats of maritime history

C incredible feats of Maritime history

D incredible feats of Maritime History

CSL11797.071
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The following is a rough draft of a student’s report. It contains errors.

 Arlene Williams
History
Ms. Johnson
November 20, 2003

 Women of the American Revolution

1  Women played a crucial role in the American Revolution. They prepared food, 
made clothing for soldiers, and served as nurses to the wounded. In addition to their 
traditional tasks, women played even more extensive roles during the war. With 
virtually every able man serving in the army, women were left to manage farms and 
businesses. As a result, many women began to hone their reading and writing skills 
and to make larger contributions to the nation’s economy, as well as its growing 
literary and suffrage movements. Four such women were Eliza Pinckney, Phillis 
Wheatley, Mercy Otis Warren, and Abigail Adams.

2  Even before the American Revolution, Eliza Pinckney had assumed responsibilities 
that traditionally belonged to men. When she was sixteen, her father left for Antigua, 
an island in the West Indies, where he served as Governor. While Pinckney’s father 
was away, her mother became seriously ill, and the young girl was left to manage the 
family’s three plantations (Stone 84). She experimented with unusual crops like ginger 
and alfalfa because she knew that crops were needed by the colonies that they could 
easily sell abroad. Her greatest business success was in growing indigo, a plant used 
to make blue dye for clothing and other products. Pinckney played an important role 
in the development of a successful indigo industry in the American South. She also 
studied law, drew up real estate contracts, wrote wills, and tutored slave children.

3  Both Phillis Wheatley, a poet and former slave, and Mercy Otis Warren, a 
playwright, created literary works that promoted educational opportunities for African 
Americans and women (Collins 26). Wheatley was one of the first African Americans 
to have work published. Warren wrote the first history book about the American 
Revolution, titled History of the Rise, Progress, and Termination of the American 
Revolution (Stanford 16).  

4  Abigail Adams, who later became First Lady as the wife of President John Adams, 
wrote letters that played a significant role in bringing women’s rights to the attention 
of the nation. During the American Revolution, she wrote to her husband John, 
“In the new code of laws . . . I desire you would remember the ladies and be more 
generous and favorable to them than your ancestors! Do not put such unlimited 
power in the hands of the husbands!” (Hoover 97).
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5  Each of these women played significant roles in the time of the American 
Revolution. They “helped start the process of thinking about the importance of 
women’s rights in a country that had been founded on the concept of equality 
and independence for all people” (Collins 20). Their words and actions created 
opportunities for women and have confirmed the female gender as a valuable asset to 
a new nation.
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CSW1P045-7

� 99 Read this sentence from paragraph 2 of
the report.

She experimented with unusual crops like 
ginger and alfalfa because she knew that 
crops were needed by the colonies that 
they could easily sell abroad.

What is the best way to write the underlined 
part of the sentence without changing the 
meaning?

A she knew that they, the colonies, could easily 
sell abroad crops that were needed.

B she knew that crops were needed to easily sell 
abroad by the colonies.

C she knew that the colonies needed crops that 
they could easily sell abroad.

D Leave as is.

CSW10390.045

� 100 Which information, if added to paragraph 3, 
would best support the main idea of the 
paragraph?

A how the works of Wheatley and Warren 
affected society

B where Wheatley and Warren were able to 
publish their works

C what the titles of some of Wheatley’s and 
Warren’s works were

D how old Wheatley and Warren were when 
they began publishing their works

CSW10391.045
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� 101 Read this sentence from paragraph 5 of
the report.

Their words and actions created 
opportunities for women and have 
confirmed the female gender as a
valuable asset to a new nation.

Which word or words should replace the 
underlined words in the sentence to maintain 
consistent verb tense?

A will confirm

B are confirming

C confirmed

D confirms

CSW10673.045

� 102 When the final draft of the report is typed, what 
line spacing should be used?

A single-line spacing

B double-line spacing

C 1.5-line spacing

D 2.5-line spacing

CSW10388.045

� 103 Which research question most likely 
contributed to the development of paragraph 4?

A What did Abigail Adams do to support her 
family during her husband’s presidency?

B What major contribution did Abigail Adams 
make during the American Revolution?

C How often did Abigail Adams write to her 
husband during the American Revolution? 

D How were the relationships between husbands 
and wives defined in the time of Abigail 
Adams?

CSW10670.045
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The following questions are not about a passage. Read
and answer each question.

� 104 Read this sentence.

On weekends, I enjoy reading a good 
book, going to a movie, or to visit with 
friends.

How is the underlined part of this sentence best 
written?

A reading a good book, going to a movie, or 
visiting with friends

B to read a good book, to go to a movie, or 
visiting with friends

C reading a good book, to go to a movie, or to 
visit with friends

D Leave as is.

CSL00376.OSA 

� 105 Read this sentence.

Outcault called his cartoon At the Circus 
in Hogan’s Alley, but it was better known 
as The Yellow Kid.

What is the correct way to write the underlined 
words?

A At the circus in Hogan’s Alley,

B At The Circus In Hogan’s Alley,

C At The Circus in Hogan’s Alley,

D Leave as is.

9W014310

� 106 Read this sentence.

When you think of a knight, do you think 
of him facing an opponent in a 
death-defying joust!

What is the correct way to write the underlined 
words?

A in a death defying joust.

B in a death-defying joust?

C in a death-defying joust.

D Leave as is.

9W011303
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� 107 Read this sentence.

Comics are usually not considered an art 
form, they serve a valuable function.

What is the correct way to write this sentence?

A Comics are usually not considered an art 
form, so they serve a valuable function.

B Although comics are usually not considered 
an art form, they serve a valuable function.

C Comics are usually not considered an art form 
or they serve a valuable function.

D Leave as is.

CSL00237.OSA

� 108 Read this sentence.

During the Middle Ages, knights joust and 
fought with other knights over their lord’s 
property and their women’s honor.

What is the correct way to write the underlined 
words?

A knights joust and fight

B knights jousted and fight

C knights jousted and fought

D Leave as is.

CSL00240.OSA

� 109 Read this sentence.

Knights pledged to be fair and honest at 
all times and knew they would lose favor 
with the king if they violated the code of 
Chivalry.

What is the correct way to write the underlined 
words?

A fair and honest at all times. They knew they 
would lose favor

B fair and honest at all times, so they knew they 
would lose favor

C fair and honest at all times, but they knew 
favor would be lost

D fair and honest at all times-and knew they 
would lose favor

CSL00241.OSA

� 110 In which sentence does the underlined word 
have the most positive connotation?

A The grandmother was kind, although 
occasionally she was disgruntled.

B The grandmother was kind, although 
occasionally she was grouchy.

C The grandmother was kind, although 
occasionally she was cranky.

D The grandmother was kind, although 
occasionally she was temperamental.

CSR00054.OSA
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� 111 Read this sentence.

These artists were involved in city life, they 
began painting the people, places, objects, 
and buildings that they observed.

What is the correct way to punctuate the 
underlined words in the sentence?

A involved, in city life, they began painting the 
people, places, objects, and buildings

B involved in city life; they began painting the 
people, places, objects, and buildings

C involved in city life, they began painting the 
people places, objects, and buildings

D involved in city life, they began painting: the 
people, places, objects, and buildings

CSW10570.065

� 112 Read this paragraph.

 At the beginning of the school year, our 
English teacher, Mr. Guevara, assigned us 
daily entries in a journal. Many students, 
myself included, doubted that they would 
have something to write about every day. 
Then Mr. Guevara assured us that we 
were not limited to writing about daily 
events. We could describe people or 
places in our journals, or even express our 
opinions. He said we could write stories 
and poems too. 

Which sentence would best conclude the 
paragraph?

A Mr. Guevara encourages us to memorize and 
recite poetry.

B Suddenly the idea of keeping a journal seemed 
exciting.

C I think I will decorate my journal with some 
drawings.

D We like to write about topics that interest us.

CSL50062.OSA
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� 113 In which of these sentences is the underlined 
word not spelled correctly?

A Chivalry was the code by which knights lived.

B Many duels were fought over the disrespect 
shown to a woman.

C If a man had been knighted, he had shown the 
proper honor in battle.

D Knights must show a respectful demeaner 
toward ladies of the court.

CSL00239.OSA

� 114 Read this sentence.

Eventually even a slight disturbance, 
such as the sound of a person’s voice 
can create enough of a vibration to begin 
shifting the compacted layers.

What is the correct way to write the underlined 
words?

A disturbance such as the sound from a persons 
voice,

B disturbance, like the sound from a person’s 
voice

C disturbance, such as the sound of a person’s 
voice,

D Leave as is.

CSL00243.OSA
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